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Assessment Working Group Update

Assessment Manual, “Vol 0” (Assessment Operations)
• New volume in review describing CM/FRMAC Assessment Operations
• Will eventually become “Volume 1” requiring renumbering of other volumes.

Working on revising/updating 2010 version:
• 6 Scenarios completed
• 1 in final revision
• Publication on hold until all scenarios are completed.
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Training

Due to COVID-19, in-person training availability is limited.

- AS-50 is available in recorded form
- AS-100 available in an online self-study version
  - https://snl.matrixlms.com/
  - Instructions at https://nirp.sandia.gov under AS100 Training “FRMAC Training Portal MATRIX Login Instructions”

- Quarterly Continuing Training continues
  - Most recent 6/29
  - Next in August
  - Recordings available at nirp.sandia.gov
  - Will be added to LMS as time allows
Turbo FRMAC:

New calculations:
- Converting Grab Air Samples to Integrated Air
- Time to Intervention Level
- Time Varying Projected Contamination Levels in Crops
- Crops for Animal Consumption

Improvements to current functionality
- Dose Parameter Rollup
- Mixture Adjustment Tool

We anticipate releasing a new version of Turbo FRMAC in the Fall.
**COSMOS:** New RFI Portal for entering requests
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